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Mac abab/ bye b/e
This imaginative if not poetic banner on the April newsletter of

the University of Washington Crime Prevention Unit was accompanied by
the neat sketch of Mac computers winging their way out of town. The
article referred to the theft of more than $80,000 worth of Macintosh
computers in a single night from 5 buildings on the university campus. To
reach the computers, the thieves broke more than 100 door locks with pipe
wrenches. The pattern of the operation at UW was similar to thefts of
computers totaling mare than 51,000,000 from UCLA and UC-lrvine alone
in the past 6 months. Most other universities have suffered simiiar losses
from break-ins..

To have your computer stolen is a particularly painful experi-
ence as few universities or departments will cover the dollar loss and
nothing can replace the intellectual property loss - the unfinished books
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and research manuscripts and that lifetime collection of midterm and final
exam questions are gone forever unless the prudent and ever suspicious
owner happened to back up his/her files that very day. Previously most
universities were very reluctant to get into the insurance business but it is
generally available now at reasonable cost. Some homeowners' policies will
cover the depreciated less if the computer is personal property and listed
with other personal effects. Otherwise the victim can only hope for an
accommodation with a sympathetic granting agency monitor.

The principal targets of the thefts have been various Macintosh
models proving that there is indeed a strong market for lower cost Macs.
The thieves took only the cpu and the mouse and left the monitor and the
keyboard, along with the Ethernet card that they took time to remove from
the case. Presumably prospective buyers are more likely to note signs of
use on the keyboard than on the cpu case

The UW police investigators reported that computers prominently
marked with the university department name and location in large letters
("think ugly" they urge) with an indelible marker pen or an engraver were not
taken. Lock down pads were effective deterrents but most cable-linked
padlocks were not. Motion sensors or network interrupt detectors can be
used in connection with pager connections to security systems if the room
and building are wired to receive distress calls from computers in danger
(there is a good market opportunity here for an alert entrepreneur). Upgrade
the door hardware if at all possible. You will at least feel a little better if the
thieves had to work hard to get into your office and it was apparent to the
investigating police officers.

So take heed and back it up, lock it up, and good luck.
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New Facilities for Microscopy
and Image Analysis in Eugene, OR

University of Oregon geologists have received substantial grants
from the W. M. Keck Foundation, the National Science Foundation and
from the University totaling more than $350,000 to establish an integrated
scanning electron microscopy and video-capture optical image analysis
facility which will be operational by late summer. The state-of-the-art
facility will be housed in a new laboratory in the Geological Sciences
Building, adjacent to the existing microprobe laboratory. The new facility,
which includes a JEOL JSM 6300 SEM and an Oxford Instruments Link
eXL II microanalysis system, will be used primarily for studies of
fundamental issues in the earth sciences such as magna chamber
processes, volcanic eruptions and the evolution of the continental crust as
reveaied in the microstructures of volcanic rock. These samples require
quantitative phase mapping by X-ray spectral analysis over very large
grains to determine their crystallization history. A Cameca microprobe,
acquired in 1988, will be used for point-to-ana lysis of trace elements in
minerals. The geology group at the University has been actively involved
in microprobe analysis for more than 25 years Materials science
researchers at the University will also employ a computer-linked optical mi-
croscope, new scanning electron microscope with sophisticated image
analysis capabilities and the microprobe for advanced studies of synthetic
nanoscale materials. In addition to its research functions, the facility will
serve an important role in educating the next generation of earth scientists
according to John Moseley; University Vice President for Research.

The University's Principal Investigator is Associate Professor
Katherine Cashman.. Oversight faculty committee members are Associate
Professors Dana Johnson and Jack Rice. The operation and maintenance
of the facility is the responsibility of Michael Shaffer.
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